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Since the international financial crisis broken out in 2008，the situation of 
apparel export industry has been impacted seriously. In order to survive，lots of OEM 
apparel company transfer their target market to domestic market， resulting in 
increasingly fierce competition in the domestic market. 
However，the supply chain of garment industry ，from raw material suppliers to 
end customers，is very complex. The operation management is the key factor to the 
success of enterprise. The operation mode contains various elements，but production 
systems and marketing system play a vital role. Therefore，the company will not win 
in the fierce competition but when the production and marketing system of the 
company is designed according to its own peculiarity. 
This paper chooses LM apparel company in Shishi as object of research, studies 
how to obtain and keep competitive advantage for middle and small apparel 
companies through operation mode management, discusses how to raise reaction 
speed of middle and small apparel companies, and hopes to bring inspiration and 
experience for middle and small apparel companies to raise reaction speed and 
promote internal operation management level. 
This thesis divided into five parts. parts．The first part is the introduction of the 
background，the basic situation of the apparel industry, apparel industry chain and the 
advantage of LM’s industry chain. The second part introduces the background of LM 
company and the major products, target customers and market strategy. And it also 
gives the company’s SWOT analysis model. The third part introduces the details of 
the LM’s operation management system. Although LM company have been equipped 
with the ability to provide quality products to customers，the analysis of financial 
statements tells that it is at the expense of higher inventory, longer accounts 
receivable turnover days and longer production. The fourth part analyses the operation 
problem of LM company, and introduces the improved solution of LM company. At 
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